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STOP-OUTS: CONDITION OR CONSEQUENCE
by Steve Mickelson

At the end ot each academic
year, post-secondary
institutions find a significant

number of the undergraduates
finishing their studies, some
quite successfully, and yet, not

returning the following year.
Generally these students are

lumped in a group usually
referred to as "drop-outs". The
"drop-out", as the name
implies, usually leaves the
system for good. Most drop-outs
find a better life in a job.

However, a significant
number of "drop-outs", (the

true statistics are not clear as to

the exact number), should,

instead, be classified as stop-

outs.

Drop-out vs. Stop-out
While the motives for leaving

may sometimes be the same for

both stop-outs and drop-outs,
the stop-out is different in that

sometime or other, he returns to

the post-secondary institution to

resume his studies.

Reasons For Leaving Vary
The reasons for students

stopping-out vary. Some find

that after spending the greater
part of their life in primarily an
academic "text book"
environment, there arises a

desire to work for monetary and
promotional incentives rather

than a relatively more
intangible academic mark. The
promotional incentive may not

play such a major roll since

preference is usually given to

graduates.

However many companies
prefer to hire non-graduates,
since there is less chance of

losing their employees to a
competitor.

Another reason for students
leaving may just be to obtain

enough funds for their studies, if

they aren't from a relatively

more affluent background.

Another reason" for stopping-

out is the decision to seek out,

possibly through travel, real-

life situations to correlate to

their academic backgrounds. In

short, the student seeks to test

out many of the theories and
values his education has given
him, so as to evaluate the

quality of his educational
background.

Those That Return
Most of the students that

return bring along with them
maturity and practical
experience which may
generally enable them to

perform better, than if they had
not initially left. Universities

recognize this fact by
permitting entrance of "mature

students", some having
advanced standing.

The student may find that the

compromise of becoming an
extension student and still

retaining his working status.

The COPSEO report recognized
this trend by recommending
giving part-time students equal
status to full-time students, for

educational loans.

This trend has been
recognized, also, by post-
secondary institutions. For
example, the change of

Scarborough College to the
credit system, thuseliminating
the rigid requirement that
students undertake their studies
at the rate of at least four

courses per year. Now students
may obtain their degree at their

own relative leisure.

Stop-outs A Continuing Trend?
It appears with the advance of

technologies and the rapid rate

of increase in general
knowledge, the need for
updating and advancing
knowledge will promote the

trend towards stopping-out.

However with such programs
as Guelph's trimester system
and Seneca College's strictly

business sponsored and
orientated Business and
Industrial Training (BNIT)

Conceived and photographed by David Blakey.

program, both systems are
desinged to meet the needs of

the person who seeks the
rewards of both a continuing
education and of a full time job.

Condition or Consequence?
Because of the fact that the

motives of the stop-outs'

decision has not really been
investigated, it is still uncertain
as to whether the stop-out is a
condition of certain
inadequacies in our educational
system or a consequence of the
"work ethic" concept which is

characteristic of North
American Society.

GOOD-BYE, PAUL
Interview of Paul Moran

by Huw Morgan

Huw: If you had the chance
would you do it all over again?
Paul: Yes. I'm really tired of it

now; but that's after two years.
I'd try to skip my first year
though.

Huw: What would you do
differently?

Paul: I'd be a bit stronger. One
of my biggest faults is that I'm
too soft-hearted. I let people
away with anything — but with
volunteers, all you can do is get
the most out of them— yelling at

them and forcing them won't
get as much.
Huw: What are the major
changes you've seen in your
years with SAGE?
Paul: Sage has changed from
just being a student's council to

being the full-time student
government. When I first

started five years ago, the
SAGE Office door was never
open and the people came to the
SAGE office once a week — the
president was barely there.
Basically because of the size (of

Erindale) we've had to make it

into a full-time government.
Huw: What changes have you
seen at Erindale during your
five years?
Paul: Well, when I started all

"'ere was, was half the
a liminary building. One thing

.y jrt of regret is the sense of

immunity is getting less and
less as we get bigger. At first

when I started at Erindale,
there were 450 people here and
it was like a small community
— everybody knew everybody.

If someone was away during the

day you knew it — now we've
still got a good part of it but

we're losing it and it's

something they're going to have
to be very careful about.
Huw: Do you think splitting

Erindale up into smaller units

will help?

Paul: I don't think so. I

personally don't see any reason
for doing it except that its going
to help in registration and
counselling. I just don't think

that artificially dividing it into

thousand-people parts is going
to help. It's going to divide
naturally and that's what we've
got to do more than artificially

dividing it.

Huw: What kind of an image do
you think your administration
projected this year?
Paul: I hope a good one! I hope
one of openness. I think if we've
accomplished anything its

opening SAGE up. There are
people who just drop in.

Business I hope too, because
there's been quite a bit going on
this year — not because of

SAGE but because the whole
community is starting to do
more — like the clubs.

Huw: Do you then see an
awakening of some parts of the
community this year?
Paul: Oh, yes. The smallness
has disappeared, but its

improving a bit — its just the
amount of people working
together — like the
International Nights, even
though it was a financial flop

every other way it was just a

giant success — not because of

SAGE, not because of any one
club, not because of any
individuals, but because
everybody worked together on
it. There seems to be more
activity and more awareness
this year.

Huw: How do you feel about the
relationship between the St.

George campus and Erindale?
Paul: We've criticized S.A.C. a
lot this year, but they,
especially John Helliwell, have
been fantastic in helping
Erindale; but, the relationships
with the administration and all

the money that goes to St.

George, I think Erindale is

getting screwed. We've honestly
got to start looking at another
alternative. I don't know if I

mean independence but maybe
something along the line of

Scarborough — except to learn
from Scarborough's mistakes,
(associate membership).
Huw: Everyone talks about the
split from St. George but how do
you actually do it?

Paul: That's always the hard
part! One of the things you do,

and one of the best ways, is to

raise stink! And to fight! I

always believe that the only
way to get listened to is if we
stand up together and fight.

That's the only time they,
whoever they are, are going to

listen.

If we get radical and are
really forcefui, I think that's the
best way.

Paul Moran, S.A.G.E. President for two consecutive years, leaves
this year.

Huw: Do you think SAGE in its

present form is responsive
enough to become the whole
student government at
Erindale?
Paul : It must not. I hope it does,
and I think it does many times
but the amount of turnout shows
that it musn't cater to all the
students. We have to question

who we are catering to, whether
we're trying to do . »! we think

is the best ob all the
students or g e ie students
what fhey wan er, we're
elected to make sorr.<- decisions

and we've got to decile by our
experience and the people we
talk to.

Contd. on page 5
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SCIENCE
WEEDS UNDER CONTROL

Dr. Roger Frost is a Plant

Autecologist at Erindale who works

mainly with the Biology of weeds By

studying the life cycles of various

weeds in the soil. Dr Frost hopes to

find a means of controlling weed
infestation in crop fields through the

construction of some predictive models

of weed infestation

This type of knowledge would be

economically invaluable to farmers. If

an efficient technique can be developed

to predict the degree of weed
infestation in a given area, farmers will

then receive information as to the

number of weed seeds present in a soil

sample and how necessary biological or

chemical control may be Dr Frost

hopes that his work will lead to a

minimization of the amount of chemical

control being used presently by having

farmers take advantage of effective and

preventive means of biological control.

These techniques, invaluable to

agriculture, must not only be
biologically effective, but also have a

low economic cost that would make
their applications worthwhile. Under

present conditions, farmers are booking

in advance to have a field sprayed

without knowing if the spraying is

actually necessary, but afraid of not

having it done just in case it is Dr. Frost

hopes eventually to have farmers send

soil samples to him for an analysis that

would eventually save them money and
probably time.

Dr. Frost is also involved in another

field slightly removed from the
biological stream. He is interested in

establishing a type of folk group at

Erindale. College. This would be an
informal get together of individuals

interested in music — both through

playing an instrumenthor by just plain

listening It is hoped that this folk group
will come into being by next fall. If

anyone is interested or would like

further information regarding this, they

should contact Dr. Frost at Erindale 828 -

5366 or drop into the Extension

Students Party this Friday night. April

13th Dr Frost and friends will" be
getting together at that time

c^e<^ --

UP"

Spending A Summer In A Mosquito Ridden Swamp
The Minesing Swamp is an

enormous lowland -bottomland area of

approximately 16.000 - 20.000 acres

(about 25 sq. miles) located nine miles

west of Barne It has the distinction of

probably being the largest undisturbed

unit' of vegetation within 2 hours of

Toronto Not that man respects that

sort of thing, but only because it is

totally unsuitable for human use All

attempts to drain, clear cut. burn,

plough, or generally exploit the area

have been unsuccessful

The main reason for this lack of

success is that the whole area is really

part of the Nottawasaga River which

flows through it Every spring the river

overflows its banks (levees), flooding

this depressional area This year in the

first week of April, the entire swamp is

filled with up to 8 feet of water. The

water recedes rapidly, so that what you

canoe over this weekend, would be

walkable in about a month

You might not expect there to be

much in this area called "swamp''

Perhaps this term implies to you

open cattails and bulrush areas and

nothing much else Actually it consists

of six major areas — all quite different,

only one of which is close to your

stereotype, the others being largely

treed So. change your stereotype to

one of numerous red maples smaller

than those in the comic strip Pogo

The reason for the great interest in

the area is that various conservation

authorities, the nature conservancy, and

the Sportsman's Show are considering

developing a master plan' for the

area's use' It is. of course, first

necessary to know the location of the

various types of communities of plants,

all of which are labelled swamp That

can mean creeping amongst cedar and

spruce trees in foot deep spongy

Sphagnum moss looking for the smaller

and therefore almost directly rarer

plants It can also mean wading in deep

water, covered with a film of duckweed,

between aquatic plants, being careful

not to trip over logs under the muddy

water It can be a hot. humid, jungle-

like place with six foot tall grasses and

great clumps of shrubs in every

direction It can be an open fen — that

is 1 to 2 foot high grasses and sedges

and heaths — sometimes with small

islands of cedar trees There's a special

community along the Nottawasaga's

levee It has trees such as Hackberry

which are rare in Canada and not found

significantly for another 100 miles

south

All those areas have to be described

quantitatively de the relative occurance

(frequency) of the ground plants in

15 1 metre square samples and the

relative occurance — size - basal area

— and density of trees, saplings and

shrubs.) That's hard work and you share

the woods with mosquitoes and

deerfhes.

The greatest hazard is the system of

drainage ditches These drainage

ditches are about 2 feet wide by 6-8

feet deep and up to 1 mile long These

were intended to drain the swamp', but

because the whole area is lower than

the banks of the river, they rather tend

to ensure that a larger area is flooded

for more of the season Grasses on the

sides of these ditches cleverly disguise

them so they appear as a "footpath If

you manage to put both feet onto one

of these intersecting footpaths' , you

can disappear into water over your head

(it has happened I)

Botanists and Zoologists should

freak out when entering such an

undisturbed area After you walk into

the woods for about 200 yards, the

alien plants (those introduced to North

America from Europe) disappear and

only native plants are found Then you

can see what you are sure man has not

disturbed for at least 100 years and

perhaps has never even seen There is

an atmosphere of respect and

reverance and appreciation I am sure

there is a deep psychological need to

keep places like this Man as a creature

seems to unsettle or disrupt wherever

he goes It is necessary to have

something unchanged, but how
unfortunate that only generally

inaccessible areas are left undisturbed

Steep slopes and cliffs and marshes and

swamps aren't very representative of

what we really have

There are also zoologists working in

Minesing as well There were deer

studies last summer and winter, not to

mention the bird studies I think that

what the zoologists are really looking

for are some unusual animals in this

undisturbed area, such as alligators,

owls, and opposum that are clothed and

walk around on their hind feet.

The ERINDALIAN is planning to continue and

expand its SCIENCE section in the coming year.

We have been covering Biology these last few

issues but next year would like to cover all the

Sciences at Erindale. If you are interested in co-

ordinating SCIENCE pages for the ERINDALIAN,

contact Rose Williamson, Tanya Abolins or Paul

Moran in the Sage office, or come and see us in the

ERINDALIAN office next year!

Professor's Research May Lead

To Clues about MS.
Does it now occur to you that

although you have been in

attendance here at Erindale for a

period of 1-4 years., on the average,
that you in actuality know very

little about what goes on behind the

scenes? That's not at all surprising.

At times 'behind the scenes' tends

to be a long way off.

Perhaps a definition of terms is

called for here. By 'behind the

scenes' what I am referring to is the

activities of those people whom
most of us tend to regard as

untouchable, reverant, perhaps
even mystifying.

These mystics' at Erindale
College tend to fall into one major
category — Professor sp..

Undoubtedly not many of you here

at the college have a clear notion of

just what our professors do besides

lecture and attend the pub
occasionally. Would you know, for

example, just what kind of research

work they are involved in 9

Dr. B. I. Roots is a Biology

Professor at Erindale College,

instructing in such courses as
Animal Physiology, Introductory

Biochemistry and Electron
Microscopy. She recieved her B.Sc.

and Ph.D. from the University

College in London. England and
from there entered several posts at

various other colleges and
universities. She was an instructor

at the Royal Free Hospital School of

Medicine in England, University of

London, and was a faculty member
in the Anatomy Department,

Having spent one summer lurking

about this menacing Minesing Swamp.
I felt very pleased when reading in a

paper that it was "beyond the strength

of human endurance to penetrate the

pest-infested, hot and humid Minesing

Swamp'' Where should the picnic

benches go ?
Steve Gray

Grad Student (Botany)

One of Erindale's own swamps (or ponds) ?3/8+

University College London. Also she
was a member of the Department of

Physics and Biophysics, University

of Illinois, later becoming a

member of the faculty. Department
of Neuroscience, University of

California. San Diego. In 1969, Dr.

Roots came to the University of

Toronto where she teaches the

above mentioned courses both

downtown and here at Erindale.

Dr. Roots is interested in the

changes which take place within the

nervous system of animals when they

adjust to various environmental
changes such as an increase or

decrease in temperature. Most of

her work is done with fish as these

animals are easy to use and their

body temperature varies according
to the environmental temperature.
Two aspects which Dr. Roots is

studying involve changes in the

chemical composition (ie: lipids)

and changes in the fine structure

(ultra-structure) of the organism
and would like eventually to be able

to link these two aspects together.

At this point you may be asking

just what the relevancy of all this is

to the real world. Well, have you
ever heard of a disease called

Multiplesclerosis? This disease, for

which there is as yet nc> cure,

affects the nervous system with

such outward signs as muscular
weakness and tremors. The
individual nerves have a multiple-

layered sheath around them, with

this sheath normally functioning so

as to enable the nerve to conduct

impulses. In Multiple sclerosis,

myalin is lost from the sheath

which means that impulses are not

being properly conducted by the

nerves.

The incidence of occurence of this

disease apparently bears some
relation to the climate. There are

certain high-risk areas in the world,

mainly in the colder regions of

Northern Europe and Northern
North America. The incidence is

lower in tropical areas. A good
example of this may be observed in

the Jewish migration to Israel.

Those who came from Northern

Europe showed a higher rate of

occurence of the disease than those

who had lived in Israel all thier

lives. It is thought, logically

enough, that environment may be

playing a major role in the

outbreaks of this illness. It is

thought that the actual disease is

caused by virus infection. If this is

the case, then it looks as though

some myelin sheaths are more
susceptible than others. Dr. Rocj^^
feels that temperature may have^P
effect on the degree of

susceptibility of the sheaths, and

hopes that her work will lead to

some kind of clue as to the cause of

the disease, and then, hopefully, to

a cure.
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JAMES BAY PROJECT

In our pollution conscious age
we worry almost paranoically about

the smog in our cities, organic

wastes in our water supplies, and
DDT in our food. While these are

important issues, one does, at

times, tend to wonder whether or

not such concern is masking a more
fundamental danger to our natural

environment. I am talking, very

simply, about the undisturbed space
which all organisms, including

human beings, require in order to

live and perpetuate themselves. We
know that California is fast

disappearing under one huge
asphalt parking lot and recent

history has shown us how farming
practices have just about wiped out

the American prairie as a natural

habitat. Now the forces of

mediocrity are pushing their efforts

northward.

North America's 'development of

the century', the James Bay Hydro-
Electric Power Development
project, was made public by
Quebec's premier, Robert
Bourassa, early in 1971. Bourassa's
promise to create jobs for the

unemployed secured his victory in

the last Quebec Provincial
Election. Having got in, the

government had to dream up some
feasible scheme for at least

partially fulfilling their promise.

Dust was blown off of some old,

previously rejected ideas, and their

potential for employment was
considered. The James Bay Project

came out on top, presumably,
because of its sheer size.

In essence, the plan is to dam six

or seven superb rivers lying

approximately 600 miles north of

Montreal. Others will be diverted,

notably the Great Whale and
Caniapiscau rivers that normally
run northward into Ungava Bay. If

the plans are fully executed, the

waters of these rivers will

eventually find their way into

James Bay, almost 700 miles south-

west of their natural confluence

with the sea. By the early 1980's a

huge artifical lake will be created

covering some 6,000 square miles.

This represents an area equivalent

to two-thirds the size of France and
one quarter to one third of the total

land surface of Quebec. This is no

petty provincial scheme as the

ambivalence of the Federal
Government would have us believe.

Indeed, nowhere in the world has a

precedent been set for a damming
scheme on this scale.

Let us look, briefly, at the James
Bay Project from the three
standpoints of the environment, the

native peoples who inhabit the

affected area, and the economics.

It seems that the environment
was not considered at all in the

decision to go ahead with the plans.

Remarkably little is known of the

ecology of this vast area. The
planners admit that they cannot

predict the effects of the water
catchment upon the local climate;

water salinity and temperature in

the area are; the wildlife; the tens

of thousands of migrating geese and
ducks; and the sea water levels on

the western (i.e. Ontario) shores of

James Bay.

Clearly such inundation will

completely destroy the wild-life

resources upon which the 6,000 Cree

Indians of the region depend for

their survival as a community. The

scheme has been termed cultural

genocide' by some writers and the

attitude of the Bourassa
government would seem to bear out

this accusation. Initially the Indians

approached premier Bourassa to

see if it were not possible to come to

some compromise satisfactory to

both parties. This deputation was
treated with little short of outright

scorn. The Cree tribes are now
involved in legal action against the

Government on the grounds of the

unconstitutionality of the Quebec
Legislative Bill 50 setting up the

James Bay Corporation. That
injunction petition is still before the

courts and a decision is expected by

mid-summer. Until it comes, work
on the project continues.

Despite the strong environmental

and cultural grounds for not

embarking upon the James Bay
Project, the economics of the

venture alone should provide
sufficient reason for its

suppression. The cost of the project

is a difficult subject because of the

secrecy surrounding the plan. The
overall cost is estimated at

somewhere between $7 billion and

$10 billion (i.e. 1 billion one

thousand million). This is against a

maximum possible power output of

12 million kilowatts. By
comparison, Churchill Falls cost $1

billion and generates 5.5 million

kilowatts. By any criterion, the

electricity from Baie James will

bear far too high a price tag for

export to the U.S. The Quebec
public will, therefore, have to pay
higher prices for their electricity

whilst the cheaper power from
existing installations will be sold to

the U.S. In short, a Canadian
subsidy on U.S. power supplies.

But the situation does not stop

there. Quebec itself cannot, by any
conceivable means, raise the

necessary capital to finance this

project. It must go to the Federal

Government for aid. If the Federal

Government attempts to raise

capital internally, we can all expect

a steep rise in taxes in the next few
years. Being adjacent to Quebec,
this will be felt hardest here in

Ontario. If the Federal Government
goes outside the country for capital,

then we sell our country down the

last few miles of the road to total

foreign domination. Already
Canada is the most deeply in debt of

all the developed nations in the

world. She cannot afford this

irresponsible extravagance purely

for the short-term creation of a few
thousand jobs. All this, of course, is

on top of the huge proposal for the

Mackenzie valley pipeline and
highway development project. But
that's another story.

From whichever viewpoint you
take it, Baie James does not make
sense unless you are a U.S. citizen,

a member of the Quebec
Legislature, or a Federal cabinet

minister anxious to seek a second

term in office before the country

collapses completely.

HOW CAN I HELP?' - cries

your little voice in the wilderness.

There are several organizations

who can help with more
information: The Sierra Club of

Ontario; The Canadian Association

in Support of the Native Peoples —
251. Laurier Avenue West. Suite 901,

Ottawa KIP 5J6.

A reminder to

all professors to

return course

evaluations

to S.A.G.E. office

Thank you.

LONG POINT

BIRD

OBSERVATORY
The Long Point Bird

Observatory, established in

I960, is a member-supported
ecological research
corporation. The first bird

observatory to be established on

the continent, LPBO is still the

only permanent ornithological

field research station in

Canada. The Observatory
operates on three study areas on
Long Point, an isolated sandy
peninsula on the north shore of

Lake Erie. The Observatory has
three aims: RESEARCH,
EDUCATION, and CON-
SERVATION.

RESEARCH
Since 1960, over 120,000 birds

have been banded by the
Observatory and daily censuses
of study areas on the point have
demonstrated convincingly that

Long Point is a major
concentration area for
shorebirds, waterfowl, and
landbirds during spring and fall

migration. Besides this general
survey work, intensive effort on
the part of amateur and
professional ornithologists is

directed towards field studies

that provide information on
species and habitats about
which little is known. The
dearth of knowledge of non-

game species is particularly

serious now that many are
threatened by pollution and loss

of habitat.

Current and proposed
research projects include
population studies of local

breeding species, the evaluation
of the point's importance on the

migration routes of waterbirds
— particularly sandpipers,
gulls, and waterfowl; and
detailed examination of the

inter-relationships of animals
living in truly natural
communities.

EDUCATION

The LPBO programme
provides many opportunities for

stimulating public awareness of

natural resources, A number of

school groups from elementary
to college level have visited the

Observatory. The Observatory
has also offered courses for

naturalists and natural science

teachers, in cooperation with

the Federation of Ontario
Naturalists. The unique
opportunity of participating in

our research programme with

live birds is a quality
educational experience for all.

The research programme on
the point provides advanced
study opportunities for an
increasing number of graduate
students. Graduates from the

University of Guelph,
University of Toronto,
University of Western Ontario,

and the University of Michigan
have used the facilities of the

Observatory in their studies and
the Observatory co-operates
with universities to make its

facilities available to such
students.

CONSERVATION

Fortunately, through the long-

term efforts of the Long Point
Company, the bulk of the Long
Point peninsula has been kept
as a wildlife and wilderness
preserve.

Now, however, and
increasingly so in the future, the

point is threatened by the
impending industrial
development centered at

Nanticoke including a giant
hydro plant, a steel complex
(Steel Company of Canada),
and an oil refinery (Texaco).
This is probably just the
beginning.

There is also increasing
concern among ecologists and
naturalists that public
pressures over the next few
years may force the acquisition

of the point for park and
recreational facilities. Already
the Canada Land Inventory has
designated Long Point as an
area for future "high intensity

recreational development".

The Long Point Bird
Observatory is vitally
concerned about the future use
of the peninsula. Our studies are
revealing that Long Point is an
irreplaceably fragile natural
asset which would be destroyed
by heavy recreational use and
the work of the Observatory
should prove to be of great
practical benefit in guiding
future planning policies.

As an independent non-profit
corporation, the Observatory
receives most of its funding
from private sources. The
individual contributions of an
active but small membership
provide a basis of support which
is supplemented by occasional
grants and contracts from
public agencies.

There is no doubt that Long
Point is threatened. The
Observatory believes strongly
that this natural jewel must be
preserved now and forever in its

natural state. To ensure this

goal we will need both the
financial and volunteer support
of people who realize the
importance of research and
public education in the solution

of environmental problems. If

our objectives appeal to you at

this critical time we would
welcome your application for

membership.

MEMBERSHIP

You are invited to support and
participate in the work of Long
Point Bird Observatory by
becoming an Associate
Member. Benefits of
membership include:

LPBO Newsletter, featuring
highlights of the Observatory's
field program, migration
reports, selected banding
recoveries, progress of
research projects, etc.

- Annual report; a detailed

summary of the year's
activities including a financial

statement.

- The opportunity to visit the
Observatory and take part in

the program when space and
conditions permit.

For information write: Long
Point Bird Observatory c/o 116

Three Valleys Drive, Don Mills,

Ontario, Canada.

To all students of

Erindale:

As you have probably heard, Erindale is to have a new
Pub next year situated in the Humanities Hut.

As a result, there will be a need for extra help ie.

bartenders, waiters, waitresses, bouncers, clean-up

people, etc.

Applications may be obtained at Chico's Pub -anytime
during Pub hours: Friday 12 noontil 6 pm,
Wednesdays 5 pm 'til 10 pm and Saturdays 7 pm 'til 12:30

am. Applicants will be interviewed by Chico.

Open to both male and female students at Erindale.

Chico, manager of

Chico's Pub

01234
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor:

I am a fourth year biology student

and even though I find most things at

Erindale very satisfactory. I do have to

complain about the treatment of

students by a certain number of lab

technicians During the fall term. I was
told that I would not be allowed in the

microbiology lab except in actual lab

time It seems the technicians do not

have time to open a microscope cabinet

or give out a couple of stains. Yet.

almost everytime I walk by the prep

room. I see one or two technicians

sitting drinking coffee I understand

their reluctance to allow students into

the lab who leave a big mess behind,

however, most of the kids I know don't

do this

The University has built the facilities

for students to use; but these

technicians have an almost fanatical

feeling of possession of these facilities

To allow something as lowly as a

student to intrude into their territory

and to use their personal possessions is

something that must be put up with,

even though very reluctantly

By hoarding materials for use in

experiments (that they feel they own —
which they don't by a long shotl. they

are supposedly keeping costs down
(their own — HA !) when really they

are hurting the students The university

buys the materials for student's use If a

student has to pay his share of costs of

laboratory materials and the
government pays the rest, then who the

hell are technicians to keep the labs and

materials from the people meant to use

them ? If students didn't go to any labs.

technicians would be out on their asses

and they sure as hell couldn't take any

of the stuff with them.

PS There is a small minority of

technicians who feel exactly opposite to

this and do everything they can to be

helpful in their |obs

IV Year Science Student

The New Program
by Mike Scott

I had to laugh Monday night at the

conservative and narrow minded
attitudes of some of the faculty

members on the Arts & Science
Faculty Council in expressing their

reactions to the Report of the New
Program Review (also referred to

as the Berlyne Report )

.

The majority of their accusations

were aimed at the report's
recommendations concerning the

institution of a credit system and
certification of four distinct types

of undergraduate programs. They
failed to comment on or even look

at the report as a "package"; as

was suggested by the Advisory

Committee.

Instead they rhetorically joked at

the Committee's leadership, made
false statements on what students

get out of university, ridiculed the

Committee's reasoning for

recommending certification of

undergraduate programs, and came
out with such grossly irrational

statements as "students who obtain

a degree over a longer period of

time than the prescribed under-

career are not benefitting
intellectually as much as the

students who come and go in the

traditional 3 or 4 years."

Their display Monday night

reflected precisely, the
considerations that the Committee
gave to the Faculty Council in their

report. The manner in which even

the Committee was formed (a

Presidential Advisory Committee)

and not one set up by the Faculty

Council to deal with the complex

issues involved in the New

Program. A little history may
define a few things more clearly.

The Faculty of Arts and Science
initiated its so called New Program
in stages beginning with the 1969-

1970 academic year. This it seems
to say represents the most radical

reform of undergraduate
curriculum carried out by any
Canadian university coming shortly

before some equally radical
changes in university government.

The main features of the New
Program were: (1) The sharp

distinction between the three-year

General B.A. degree program and

the four year Honour Program with

courses reserved for one program
or the other, was eliminated. The
degree remained, and suggested

specialized programs of study were
specified in the calendar.

(2) Every undergraduate was
permitted to plan his own program
with virtually no limitations to his

choice other than those imposed by

course prerequisites. He could, in

other words, disperse his studies

among a wide range of tenuously

related subjects or select maximum
concentration on one discipline.

The Presidential Advisory
Committee to Review the New
Program was set up to examine the

New Program and to report with a

factual analysis and
recommendations as it saw fit.

Despite the limited time the

Committee was given to complete

their study (September 1972 —
February 1973) it succeeded in

analysing the current ills in all

aspects of Arts and Science; and

EDITORIAL
It was a very good year!

Dear Editor:

A review of a review
Although this may appear to be

stark ingratitude. I would like to

register a complaint, or several,

about an article entitled "Five
Plays . . . Reviewed ". Erindale's

drama students are always
appreciative of any notice taken of

their efforts, however, it is

extremely frustrating to be
reviewed in a manner which is

incoherent, and in places incorrect.

Stating that one is "incapable of

understanding theatre" may be

commendable honesty, but it has no

place in what purports to be a

critical review. Anyone who
undertakes the task of writing

theatrical criticism (amateur or
professional) should at least

comprehend what he or she is

criticising. Also, he or she should
take the time and trouble to acquire
correct information regarding such
trivialities as the identity of the

authors of the play or plays. The
review should also be
comprehensible as a piece of

English prose. This requires a

certain amount of grammatical
correctness and clarity.

My apologies, if this sounds a

little too much like invective. It

isn't meant to. However,, if you're
going to review theatrical
productions, "Do it right". This
does not mean that an accomplished
literary critic is the only person
qualified for the job. Personal
impressions and evaluations of

individual actors or performances
are always valid, but if theatrical

theory is introduced into the
review, the reviewer himself must
understand what he is talking about,

or, certainly no one else will.

Maureen Clarke

arose with constructive
recommendations for reform.

Besides the major
recommendations of adopting a
credit system; (which would
remove the distinction of full-time

and part-time students, and
allowing them to complete the

requirements for a degree at his or
her own pace), and the recognition

of four distinct types of
undergraduate programs, the
Committee looked at the problem in

the Health Sciences; where the

policy of admitting students to

Medicine and Dentistry after

second year has caused severe

dislocations in the Faculty of Arts &
Science. Many of the students who
are not admitted, find that they do

not have the prerequisites to

continue study in a coherent
programme in their third year.

The Committee also focused

attention on the quality of teaching

and instruction and evaluation. It

recommended the institution of

course evaluations in all

departments, the right of students

to have their final exam papers

returned to them, and called for all

departments in the Faculty to

review its practices with regard to

teaching and evaluation.

In studying the area of the

Colleges, the Committee through its

recommendations, called for a

major revitalization of the
academic role of the colleges to

initiate close co-operation between
departments, more curiculum
flexibility and innovation, easier

and effective counselling fuller life,

a greater sense of identity among
students, and a more vital staff-

student relationship.

In its recommendations
concerning part-time students, the

Committee felt that part-time
students were as fully entitled as

others to the benefits of college

membership and rightly
recommended it.

As well they looked at specific

problems in First Year, Fourth
Year and counselling methods. In

all it is a broad and critical look at

the New Program after four years

of operation. The recommendations

are logically presented and if

implemented would provide a

sound, constructive basis for

reform in the Faculty of Arts and
Science. If you think that you're

satisfied with the present New
Program, I'd suggest you get a copy
of the report, read it, and then ask

yourself again. Until you do read it

and form your own constructive

viewpoint, you're going to be
continually battered by the

irrational and illogical attitudes of

those members of the Arts &
Science Faculty Council ; the same
people who make the decisions that

affect your academic life at this

university.
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GOOD-BYE, PAUL
Contd. from page 1

The problem of the job as
presidency is the minute you're
elected you sort of lose touch,

because people who come to you
usually have a definite point of

view and you really can't tell,

accurately, what everybody
else wants. SAGE is the best we
can do now. If we can get
enough year reps to help —
which is impossible as I found
out when I was a rep in first

year — what you've got to do is

just listen and get a bit of feeling

for what most students want.
Huw: What do you think your
major accomplishments were?
Paul: The year before last my
major accomplishment was just

getting through the year! We
were divided. I think this year
the major accomplishment was
just getting more students
involved — things like
International nights. The whole
thing was to get more people
active and aware. One of the

things we were after was in a

notice that was outside the
SAGE office for most of the year
— There is so much more to

Education than the Classroom. I

think in a way we got it across. I

think the feeling is that this

year's been a good year. I think

its the best year SAGE has ever
had.

Huw: Do you see the moving of

the focal point of Erindale from
the preliminary to the new
buildings as an end to any old

guard influence?
Paul: I hope so! Right now the
arts people spend all their time
in here. We miss a lot of the
influence of the science people.
Huw: What are your personal
plans for the future?
Paul: I'm trying to get a job
that I'm suited for, being a three-

year history major, I'rr, looking

in Ottawa for some jobs — I'd

like to be a research assistant to

some politician, working with
his constituency, etc. I think

I've learned more in my
university education by being
president than by being in the
classroom. Not taking anything
away from what's being taught
—

I just wasn't enthused by it. I

love politics, I must say and I

love working with people, but

stuff like fighting over political

points of view I really don't

enjoy.

Huw: What would you like to

say as a final message?
Paul: Even though I've become
tired, I've really enjoyed my
time. 'My time', it sounds like a

personal sentence, but I'm
really proud of Erindale.
There's so much to be done in

the future. Its just going to take
a bit of co-operation and a bit of

love.

A PLAUSIBLE SUGGESTION

m

One of the real problems at

Erindale is a general feeling of

belonging to a commuter college.

Students and staff arrive in the

morning by the busload, interact in

relatively crowded classrooms and
very crowded public areas. The
cafeteria, the common rooms and
the lounges are really not proper
settings for any stimulating
discussions between two people.

One either has to shout, or else the

constant interruptions prevent any
real rapport. What is obviously

needed is a quiet private place
where a few individuals can gather
and work out various ideas. If such
places were available, then a sense

of community would rapidly
develop at Erindale.

The solution — When the library

moves from the preliminary
building to the new building, much
of the old library site can be
converted into a series of private

study rooms. These rooms should be
about 8 x 10 feet and be provided
with the following equipment: (Da
door, with a lock, (2) thick
carpeting, (3) high quality sound
proofing, (4) A few chairs or a

ouch, (5) some large pillows, (6)

oft lights with a dimmer control,

and (7) tape deck.

The mechanics of the operation

are simple. The college would hire a

student assistant who would sit at

the charge-out desk and rent out

keys. The keys should cost about
one dollar per hour and should b(

rented to students or staff or both.

Once the key is paid for, the

occupants of the room will be
undisturbed unless they go
overtime. For the modest fee of a
dollar per hour, each room will

gross up to $15.00 a day. A series of

ten rooms could bring in as much as

$150.00 per day or up to $900.00 per
week. I anticipate a few problems.
For example, some people might
overstay their time. In this case,

the student assistant could bang on
the door, thus destroying the thread
of concentration of the occupants,
until a dollar was produced. The
most serious problem would result

if certain individuals, particularly

females, became so gifted in the art

of developing an idea, that other
individuals, particularly males,
would pay to spend some time with
them. If such a situation occurs, the

college should insist on a cut of the

profit. After all, the college
provides the facilities and can insist

on a charge for overhead. I think

any other problems are likely to be
minor.

If enough of these private study
areas are built, then the profits can
be put to good use.

A few ideas that come to mind are
construction of more student
residences, reducing tuition,
extending the subway to Erindale.
and so on. It is apparent that the

college cannot afford to pass by this

unique opportunity.

A humble Erindalian

Four Erindale Students Challenge

Credit Valley Conservation Authority

MISSISSAUGA - Four Erindale
College students challenged the
Credit Valley Conservation
Authority to identify and locate
hazard slopes the full length of the
Credit River Valley, and push for
provincial and municipal
regulations to control their land use
to protect the public.

In a presentation Friday morning,
March 16, to the Authority, John
Garrity, 22, of Bramalea, told

assembled engineers, CVCA people

and municipal spectators that there

are 35 different slopes along the

Credit River between Lake Ontario

and Glen Williams, judged
"severely hazardous" and that

those 35 slopes hold up to 100

buildings, mostly residential.

Mr. Garrity summarized the
impact of information presented by
Garrey Green. 25, John Buckley, 23,

both of Toronto, and Neil Hester, 21,

of Etobicoke, in a comprehensive
study of the risk of landslides and or
slope failures along the banks of the

Credit River. Through a study of

angles of slope, amounts of water,
likelihood of erosion, and soil

materials comprising slopes — in

all possible combinations — the four

students worked out, in detail, the

drafting of a Valley Rim Line — the

distance back from the river where
it will be safe to build over the next

100 years.

Garrity reported that of the 29-

mile length surveyed, only ONE
mile is completely subject to zoning
restrictions; seven miles have had
only partial controls applicable.

Twenty of the 29 miles were judged
by the geography research team to

be either severely or moderately
hazardous lands.

The 100-year criterion was used,
said John Buckley, because that
period was longer ahead, than
municipal plans looked into the

future, and was also longer ahead
than present buildings were
expected to last. The 100-year

period would hopefully provide a

guideline for plans for development
now, when they had not yet started.

Stressing that the Credit River
Valley was suffering enormous
pressure to urbanize as population

grows, the student team felt that

the Conservation Authority should

finish the survey for sections north

of the extent of their own study,

establish a Valley Rim Line for

such sections, and urge building and
fill restrictions to control land use.

The CBCA, said Garrity, should

continue to recommend to

community planning boards that a

minimum 35 margin, back of the

Valley Rim Line, be retained
building free.

The Erindale College students

called for changes in policy among
the provincial government,
municipal government and Credit
Valley Conservation Authority, to

implement controls.

Who loses if development is not

controlled? asked Garrity.
Landowners, developers and
society at large. Of these three,

developers were judged most
opposed to the designation of hazard
land and its zoning control, because
hazard problems generally occur
after the developer has left the site.

Guidelines should be set up first

for the developer (including
perhaps engineering advice and
adjustment) — and then for

municipalities in the river basin,

which have a 'moral
responsibility" to ensure that zones
lands are suitable for the use
allowed by their zoning.

Not unaware of the problems of

getting action on three government
levels for the same problem, the

students suggested that a logical

leader in the project could be the

Strategic Planning Branch of the

Ministry of the Environment, of the

Provincial Government.
There is now NO government

department responsible for
coordination of hazard land policy,

said Garrity, but that one had
inherited work done on Hazard
Land Designation by another
department. Purpose of Hazard
Land Designation, he said, would be
to regulate development to protect

both the land owner and society; to

control its purchase, and its future

use. Although he said no
municipality should be forced to

buy such land, that if one did, they
could develop it for uses such as
agriculture, recreation, forestry,

parks, gold, or parts of open space
systems.
Spectator Grant Clarkson, deputy-

reeve of Mississauga and chairman
of the water management board of

the CVCA, said that once land had
been zoned for development,
municipalities did not make a
practice of rezoning it for lesser

uses, and that the problem of

compensation for the victims of

such rezoning would be a big one.

He suggested students' information
should be fed into the new Peel
regional council, for use in drafting
the official Peel regional plan,

which the new council is expected to

tackle almost immediately. It was
possible, Clarkson concluded, that

soon people will not have the right

to do as they like with their land,

and will have to submit to forms of

control they've never had before, as
a contribution to the public good.

Copies of the report on the
intensive study done by the four
students will be on file shortly in

both the library at Erindale
College, and the downtown
University of Toronto library, said

Dr. Wyman Harrison, staff advisor
on the project.

TO: All Folk Singers &
Musicians At Erindale

An informal evening of folk

music will be held as part of

the Extension Department's
end-of-term celebrations on

Friday 13th April. All

performers and devotees in

the Erindale community are

discreetly invited.

For more information contact:

Roger Frost 828-5366

LeCercle Francais
presents a

Wine & Cheese Party with folk

singer Robert Guyot April 13,

1973, rm. 264, 8:30 p.m. - 1:00

a.m. Only 40 tickets available

so get yours now from room
211. $3.00 for non-members,
$2.00 for members of the
French Club.

DOT PERSONNEL
-guaranteed summer
employment for qualifi ed
students

-all types of office jo bs
available and limit ed
industrial.

Call: Mrs. Law (236-1133) or

drop in for interview: 3313 A
BloorSt. W.

YEAR END SALE
MINISTRY OF PLENTY

ON LEVI'S

RECORDING TAPE
AT THE

DEEP CUT DISCOUNTS
STARTING TUESDAY

1HE1973VEGA.
Suggested Retail

Price

$2457.00

DRIVE ONE TODAY

APPLEWOOD MOTORS LTD.

MfAuccn St. Sooth

826-1181 Strectsvill* 277-9325
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UNIVERSITY COM

Erindale's barren existence becomes University. .

.

Library moves

o
s.
0_

Meeting Place, tin

And don't forge

A new College community lounge?

Over the past three years while I

have been a student at Erindale there

has been one common explanation

which has covered the failure of

activities: Erindale is still a young

college Give it time This explanation

was used by both students and

administrators, the latter emphasizing

that facilities would solve many
problems.

As most people now realize, the

Campus is going to change drastically

in terms of physical facilities.

Firstly, the completion of residences

designed to accomodate some 250
students will partially change the

commuter nature of the College

Secondly, with the completion of the

new section of the Main Building, there

will be much more space available for

diverse activities. Common rooms,

lounges, a substantial cafeteria, and

central free space (Meeting Place) will

alienate the present crowded
conditions

The plans for a New Pub on the

Campus will provide us with a campus
centre

We will have more students next

year, the total enrolment possibly

reaching 2500 students.

The argument that Erindale College

is young will not be a valid excuse for

failings in programs. The responsibility

will be on members of the College to

develop and initiate programs which

will add to life at Erindale. forming a

true community atmosphere

Structures may hamper the

expression of community in some
areas However, there are opportunities

to change those blocks as well. The

Berlyne Committee Report on the

Review of the New Program has

recommended substantial changes in

the Faculty of Arts and Science

including the implementation of a credit

system, and a wider variety of degree

New Concept'
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ES TO ERINDALE

ie Big Top.

st the trees.

in hallways.

offerings The Report has also

recommended the organization of

Interdisciplinary Studies into a full

department of Arts and Science.

The C.O.P.S.E.O. Report has
substantial recommendations which

may positively alter the nature of Post-

Secondary education.

The University of Toronto Governing

Council representatives from the

student constituencies are of a high

calibre: Phil Dack. Gord Barnes, and

Howie Levitt are aware of student

interests and will represents students

effectively (Erindale may also receive

benefit from the election of Prof.

Thaler).

The Constitution Committee of the

Erindale College Council has presented

a report with much needed reforms for

the College Council.

Change is possible. Change is

possible. What is needed is

committment from students and faculty

to implement the changes needed to

develop our community.

Involvement in University does not

necessarily entail politics. I will admit

that politics is not my favorite bag.

Politics are a necessary evil.

There is so much more to education

than the classroom. The classroom is an

integral part of the University and

although we will be enjoying new
facilities the basic reason we are at

University must not be forgotten.

Quality education should be a priority at

Erindale for students, faculty and

administrators.

People are needed to plan, develop

and initiate ideas. Orientatpon comes in

September and if anyone is interested

in meeting people and doing something

constructive, it's a great place to start.

Drop into the SAGE, office or grab

someone in the halls who is on Council.

Ask questions and get involved

Peter Smith

And now for something completely different: Erindale Phase III

Expanded cafeteria facilities relieving present overworked conditions.

College Council Star Chamber.
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THE MOVIES

Brother Sun, Sister Moon:
Directed by Franco Zeffirelli;

Starring Graham Faulkner, Judi
Bowker and Alec Guinness.
Released by Paramount Pictures

(Italian British co -production).

Music by Donovan. Opening at the

Hollywood South, Toronto.

Franco Aeffirelli, it can be safely

said, is a master at a number of

things in the film industry. His last

film was the popular Romeo and
Juliet and it was in this film that he

showed his uncanny ability to

choose those actors and actresses

that posessed the feel for a role that

would appeal to a large number of

people. His films have never been
liked a great deal by the critics and
have never won any notable awards
but they are always acclaimed by
the audiences as excellent movies.

Romeo and Juliet was considered

by a great number of people as the

best film they ever saw. Brother
Sun, Sister Moon, I think, will be
accepted the same way. It is a
movie that has a theme which will

not appeal to the critics but a story -

line and cinematography that will

appeal to a large mass of people.

It is a movie set in Italy about 1200

AD. Briefly, it is about the early life

of St. Francis of Assisi. Francis,

born Francesco Bernardone was
brought up in Assisi as a son of a
wealthy merchant. He was a
frivolous child and spent his youth

somewhat freely. When war breaks
out, he rides away to the battle and
there is struck by some unknown
illness. During his recuperation he

goes through a change in his way of

thinking. He becomes more
concerned with the quieter things in

life, the birds and the flowers. His
change evidently leads him through

a religious alteration of sorts and he

becomes devoutly attached to his

god. He is scorned by practically

everyone in the town except a

beautiful young girl who simply
explains: "They say you're mad.
They say you sing like birds, fly

after butterflies and look at

flowers. Before . . . they said you
were fine and intelligent. To me,
you seemed mad before." The
young girl is the girl that eventually

becomes St. Clare.

Francis leaves the town and begins

a beggars life, to the pleasant lyrics

of some new music by Donovan. He
attracts friends and enemies who
finally compel him to see the Pope
in Rome, (played very well by Alec

Guinness) and he forms his life

again.

The cinematography in the film is

Judi Bowker offers a loaf of braad to Graham Faulkner in Paramount Pictures' "Brother Sun, Sister Moon."
Director Franco Zeffirelli s dramatic interpretation about the early years of St. Francis of Assisi is his first film

since "Romeo and Juliet."

exceptional. It is filled with superb
camerawork and the scenery is

used remarkably well. Granted, the

story will put some people off but,

on the whole, this is a fairly nice

picture. One thing especially should

be awarded is that of the excellent

costumes. Danilo Donati is the man
to be credited with them.

One thing though that did strike

me. The same mistake that was

Gordon Lightfoot
(For Diane)

I think it was all said when some
dude came out to the stage and was
explaining how some people were
using their flash cameras and he

said, "Gordon doesn't mind, but . .

." And that was it, I think. Not Mr.

Lightfoot or The Performer or

anything, just . . . Gordon. . .

He's been called a lot a things, the

"Magic Canadian" and the "Quiet

Minstrel" but, to me, the best title

to give him is just Gordon. Because

that's how this gentle singer comes
on. Someone that you could say was
your friend when you never met in

your life. He sings about Canada
and about himself and about his

friends and no matter where he's

performing it always seems like he

by James Fullard

just decided to get up there and give

a few tunes for his friends.

He was pretty tired when he sang

for us but that didn't detract from
his river -soft style that almost
immediately makes one feel that

he's somewhere a long away from
the heart of Toronto. Along with the

songs that have put him the top

bracket of folk -singers, he
performed a couple of new pieces

that he had composed for the

concerts.

Performed doesn't sound right

though. Gordon Lightfoot doesn't

perform ... he sings.

The place that he had his concerts

was packed all five nights. Massey
Hall, which is a favorite of

Lightfoot's is a beautiful place to

hold any celebration, especially one
of the voice as was held.

It seems that Canada is slowly

beginning to create a circle of

singers that are distinctly folk in

their style. Perth County
Conspiracy is Ontario bred and
share their popularity with other

artists such as Leonard Cohen.

Bruce Cockburn and Murray
McLaughlin.

One of the oldest and best -known is

the unassuming singer that I

listened to one quiet Sunday night . .

Gordon Lightfoot.

That's all . . . just Gordon.

"the minstrel of the dawn is here. .

.

PUFF*UT
According to a recent article in a

leading daily newspaper, after 15

years of concentrated effort by

health educators to warn people of

the dangers of smoking . . .

"cigarette consumption has risen 70

per cent; the lung cancer death rate

for both men and women has

doubled; the incidence of cigarette

related heart disorders and
emphysema has skyrocketed".

Moreover, . . . "recent statistics

show that Canadians are puffing

away at more cigarettes than ever

before. And ominously, the experts

believe that youth, some as young

as seven or eight, are largely

responsible for the increased
consumption".

In an effort to focus attention on

this national problem, the

Community Affairs Department of

the Toronto Arts Foundation in co-

operation with the Canadian Cancer

Society, the York -Toronto TB and

Respiratory Diseases Society and

the Ontario Heart Foundation are

holding the inaugural meeting at the

St. Lawrence Centre on April U to

announce the establishment of a

string of Smokers' Anonymous
citizen -run groups across Metro.

This will be the first of such

organizations in Canada and it is

hoped that, volunteer Smokers'

Anonymous groups can be as

effective in combatting smoking as

they have proved in dealing with

alcohol, gambling, etc.

Panelists for the April 11 meeting
will be John Paterson, M.D.,
Sunnybrook Hospital, Blair Shaw,

Ph.D., Sunnybrook Hospital,
Reverend John Corban, Branson

Hospital, and Ethel Teitelbaum,

smoker. The moderator is

journalist -writer Sydney Katz.

The program takes place at 8:00

p.m. and is free of admission.

Movies will commence at 7:30 p.m.

Everyone is welcome to attend and

participate in the discussion. Juice

is served in the lobby of the Centre

following the event.

PUFF OUT!
St. Lawrence Centre

27 Front Street East

WEDNESDAY, 8:00 pm
APRIL 11

(Films from 7:30 pm)
Statistics show that more
Canadians are puffing away than

ever before. Would you like to quit?

Come to the first meeting of

Smokers Anonymous!
PANELISTS:
JOHN PATERSON, M.D.
BLAIR SHAW Ph.D.

REVEREND JOHN CORBAN
ETHEL TEITELBAUM
MODERATOR:
Sunnybrook Hospital

Sunnybrook Hospital

Branson Hospital

Smoker
SYDNEY KATZ - Journalist-

Writer

FREE ADMISSION everyone
welcome
Presented by the community affairs

department,

Toronto Arts Foundation in Co-
operation with the Canadian Cancer

Society, The York -Toronto TB and

Respiratory Diseases Society, and

The Ontario Heart Foundation.

made by Romeo' and Juliet will be

made by this film. In Romeo and
Juliet we were tempted into

thinking that those two suicide

-

prone pair of neurotics were
actually what love is all about,

(what an unromantic bastard I am.

)

In Brother. . . we are told that the

true road to happiness is in the total

abandonment of our wordly goods.

Now I realize that the blame for this

fault lies as much on the shoulders

of the audience as the director but

nevertheless the flaw is there.

However a very moving story is

forwarded and if one can forget

whatever grievances he or she may
have against the church they will

probably enjoy this pretty good-
looking movie.

Gordon Lightfoot

CHICO'S
LAST PUBS

Wed: 5 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Fri: 12 noon - 12 midnite

Your last chances to come to Chico's. Don't miss
them. If you're coming Friday, bring your guitar,

kazoo or whatever for it will be TALENT NIGHT.
Semi-finals will be held Friday afternoon and finals

in the evening. Prize $20 (lots of beer money) for

best skit, act, song. . .

.
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On April 2 and throughout the

Kionth an exhibition of work from

oronto artists Robert and Joanne

Hall will hang in the upper lobby of

the St. Lawrence Centre Theatre. A
preview will be held on Monday,

April 2 from 5 to 7 p.m.

The "Monographs" of Robert and

Joanne Hall have much the same
fascination as the Rorschach "ink

blot". By experimenting with a

variety of paint textures and
learning how to manipulate this

paint with varying pressures, the

Halls create a whole new world of

Biomorphic images. However, they

are reluctant to put names to these

images. Just as the Rorschach test

proves that different personalities

see different things in a single ink

blot, so it is with the art of the

Halls. The "Monographs" invite the

personal interpretation of the

viewer and the artists hope mainly

to titillate the imagination and

expand perception. Large blank

cards will be provided beneath each

St. Lawrence Centre

27 Front Street East

picture in hope that the viewers will

suggest titles that reveal a wide
range of insights into the work.

Primarily known as scenic
artists, the Halls, since the fifties,

have been engaged in building,

designing and decorating the stages

of Canada and at least eight

productions which found their way
to Broadway. As well as theatre

design, Joanne kept busy designing

settings for commercial TV, while

Bob was shepherding Stratford

Festival scenery from
Newfoundland to Vancouver Island

or crossing the country with Anne of

Green Gables.

They both agree that their most
satisfying theatrical experiences

have been collaborating on the

design for a stage production. Their

most ambitious design job was the

grandstand spectacle SEA TO SEA,
an historical pageant in which the

C.N.E. football field was turned

into a gigantic stage.

TORONTO FREE THEATRE
The Stirring Spoon Workshop

Theatre Inc., the Toronto based
black theatre company which is

striving to bring back the black

communities of Ontario into the

theatre both as audience and
participants, will premiere a new
play titled Darkness Into Light, as

the second event in a continuing

series of Midnight Specials at the

Toronto Free Theatre.

Written by Tony Carter and
Georgia Boyd, the three-act drama
deals with the rigorous problems
faced by four West Indians who
emigrate to Canada. Opening April

13 and continuing until April 29,

EDWARD BEAR CONCERT

with midnite performances on
Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays
only, the production will be directed

by Toronto actress, director and
author Miss Boyd. Featured in the

cast are Paula Perez, Carl
Marchand, Yvonne Colphon, Tony
Carter and Michael Dos Santos.

The Stirring Spoon Theatre, a non-

profit, semi-professional
organization was founded in 1971.

The name of the theatre derives

from a poem by Toronto poet Ted
Plantos in which the subject "lifts

the spoon of his imagination and
stirs his soul for an answer". The
Theatre has seventy-five members,
twenty-five of whom are actively

involved in the strengthening of

black identity through theatrical

work.

"We hope to achieve awareness
through creativity," says Georgia
Boyd. "There is little teaching of

black history in schools and
consequently there is little to which
young black people can relate.

Through our workshops involving

theatre, music, poetry, childrens'

programs and other activities, we
are attempting to provide this

touchstone for contact and

identification with the black

culture."

Darkness Into Light represents

the Stirring Spoon's second major
stage production. The first,

presented this winter at Togonto's

Theatre-in-Camera, was the world

premiere of John Herbert's Born of

Medusa's Blood. The Company will

also be featured in a forthcoming
episode of Catch 79 on Channel 79

television.

The Stirring Spoon's guest
appearance at the Toronto Free
Theatre follows Michael
Hollingsworth's successful
production in Match of Luella
Booth's Hickory, Dickory Doo, the

first presentation in the Midnight
Specials series. As with all

programs in this series, the
production of Darkness Into Light
will utilize the set of the current
TFT main-stage production. There
is no admission charge to the TFT
performances, but reservations are
required and can be made by
phoning (416) 368-2856.

The Toronto Free Theatre is

located at 24 Berkely St., one block
south of Front St., one block west of

Parliament.

"It's the last song I'll ever write

for you
."

The first line of the famous
Edward Bear's top of the hit

parader Last Song, is indicative of

the drive and gusty soul of the

Bear's meaning.

"It's the last time I'll tell you just

how much I really care".

The Bear ; as they're known in the

biz) represents to their public the

honest no-nonsense music of their

generation. The sound so moves the

groupies that they often have been
tempted to start smoking
cigarettes.

The lyrical magic of the Bear
more than speaks for their

performing style and conscience.

The depth, the radiance, the

ecstasy the soul of the group is only

properly understood live in-concert.

The vibes that rip through the body
when they play is only equalled by
the fantastic joy of the perfection of

their instrument mastery.

MUSIC: Tuning of the World

Edward Bear

Edward Bear was here at the

college March 28. What can I say?

Groovy.

New Potatoes was here too, they

are the Bear's back-up group. What
can I say? Groovy as well.

Ted Dodd

MARY PRATT PAINTINGS
The paintings of Maritime artist,

Mary Pratt, will be on show in the

Preliminary Building (room 264)

until Apr. 22. Mrs. Pratt, born in

Fredericton New Brunswick, is

known across Canada for her
paintings of everyday objects. Each
of her paintings depict a happy
scene and when talking with Mrs.
Pratt, she expressed that there are

many happy things around and she

enjoys painting these. The paintings

on display are of Maritime
background and when you look at

them you can almost smell the sea

air, country air or baked apples.

The air in the Maritimes is such

that you can see with great clarity

for distances. Her paintings in

themselves have such a clarity. The
luminescent (sometimes very
realistic) colors add to this clarity

and sharpness.

Mrs. Pratt chooses domestic and
rural scenes to paint. These are all

very simple and very beautiful.

Several, if not many, of her

paintings look real. Red Currant
Jelly tempts you to put your finger

into the jelly and taste it. The small

painting of the teapot and cup and
saucer impressed me the most. It

looked more like a photograph than

a painting, even though the artist

used only oil paints. The doily

reflection on the side of the tea-pot

looks so real that you feel as if

you're sitting by a table with this

setting in front of you.

All of the paintings on display are
very impressive and are worth your
time to look at. Check out the one
with the goat by the old car. Also

take a close look at the fish, and
more fish. All very impressive.

Much thanks should be expressed
to David Blackwood, Artist-in-

Residence for co-ordinating the art

exhibits which have been on display

at Erindale this past year. David
has already begun to work out

exhibits for the coming year which
look as promising as those of this

past year.
Tanya Abolins

The Florentine: Though done in oil paints, this painting looks more
like a photograph.

The Toronto Free Theatre
announced last week that Richard
Martin's Sounds From The Inside

and Ivan Hume Carter's Endless
Gaelic Music 1, Without
Accidentals, will be featured
compositions in two forthcoming
environmental music workshops in

the TFT s Tuning Of The World
series.

On Sunday, April 15th, Toronto
Free Theatre music director Bill

Fontana will assist the audience in a

realization of Martin's Sounds
From The Inside.

"In this piece the traditional

passive spectator becomes, without
any instrument, his own interpreter

and listener
,

" says Martin, a

French-Canadian composer from
Montreal. "Nobody can hear what
he hears; he listens to his inside

sounds".

"The score, projected on slides

for performance, is a guide in

choosing the inside sounds. It shows
how to provoke these sounds
voluntarily and how to become
conscious of the involuntary inside

sounds. It then brings the performer
back to his external environment by

making him aware of his
environment."

Also to be presented on the same
program is Memory Space, a
composition suggested by Alvin

Lucier. In this work,' performers
playing traditional musical
instruments listen to pre-recorded

"raw material" sounds transmitted

through headphones, sounds which

the audience cannot hear. The
performers attempt to imitate

these sounds (taken from Bill

Fontana's Soundscapes) with their

instruments.

On Sunday, April 22, Carter's

Endless Gaelic Music 1, Without

Accidentals will be realized by TFT
stage manager Raymond Gallon
and five other musicians.

"Endless Gaelic Music is founded
upon the cyclic pentatonic scale

(and its inversions), which is

commonly used in the Gaelic
speaking areas of Scotland," says
Carter. "Tunes composed in this

scale are usually of the kind that

naturally repeat themselves, the

last note leading to the first. Since
this pentatonic scale involves the

use of no semi-tones, its intervals

are the most readily appreciated."

The Tuning Of The World is a

series of workshops which
investigate the musical possibilities

inherent in the chance meeting of

musicians and audience, in a

particular place at a particular

time. Music becomes the result of

the production of random sounds.

Admission to the performances
which begin at 8:30 p.m. is free, but
because of limited seating
reservations are suggested and can
be secured by phoning the theatre

(416) 368-2856.

Goat: A beautiful expression of a rural scene.
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SPORTS SPURTS
ECARA NIGHT T73

Two Saturdays ago on the 24th of

March the Erindale College
Athletics and Recreation
Association held its sixth annual

awards banquet and dance. One
hundred and fifty athletes, friends

and guests gathered at the Cara Inn

for the only established posh affair

that Erindale has.

Not being content to settle for a

quick, hurried deal when they are

enjoying themselves, the athletes of

Erindale make sure they go all-out

in a leisurely first class way. The
trend that seems to be evolving on

banquet-day is a pre-banquet
gathering, usually at someone's
house in order to get a head start on

the process of depleting the liquor

supply of Ontario. The groups then

filter over to the Cara for cocktails

and hellos then settle in for the

sumptuous meal. The awards
presentation and dance follow (to

the lilting tunes of Jack Denton and
his All-Stars — another Banquet

tradition) lasting until one o'clock.

Afterwards a fair number usually

gather for yet another party. In all,

the celebrations may last from ten

to twelve hours, and hangovers till

Monday!

Mrs. Vivian Degutis and Mrs.
Alict Ptarson.

Dave Michie being presented
with Wilson Trophy by Dr.
Wilson.

Everyone seems to feel this

year's banquet was one of the best,

however, as always it ends too soon
— the one o'clock curfew on drinks

which in turn dictates the closing of

the hall has been a pain to everyone

over the years. These things should

be allowed to continue until the last

dancer has fallen asleep under a

table.

Dave Crichton began the awards

presentation with a review of

Erindale's athletic year after which

he was presented with a special

award for his outstanding
organizational work in this, his first

year as athletics director. The most

valuable Player Awards were then

presented to — in their respective

sports — Mark Li for soccer, Steve

Chylinski for hockey, Al Nakrosius

for basketball, Jenni Jackman in

field hockey, and Evelyn Bray in

women's hockey.

Rose McConville being
presented with Rae Trophy by
Dr. Rae.

In the other sports; lacrosse,

men's and women's volleyball, and

women's basketball it was felt that

no single player contributed greatly

to the team's success and so an

MVP could not be agreed upon.

The Women's Basketball team
was then presented with their

trophy for winning Erindale's only

Championship this year, Cyndy
Stone accepting the award on behalf

of the team. Teammate Jean

Murphy then presented coach Doug
Prud'homme with a plaque for his

excellent work with the team this

year.

The J. Tuzo Wilson Trophy for

men's Athlete of the Year was
presented by Dr. Wilson to Dave
Michie. The Women's athlete of the

year award — the James J. Rae
Trophy was presented to Rosie

McConville by Dr. Rae. The top

Mrs. Pearson taking a sip o' the suds from her trophy won
by second year.

intramural award — the Alice H.

Pearson Trophy fog the academic
class showing greatest involvement

in athletics during the year was won
by Second Year (Class of 7T4)

Other intramural awards went to

the winners of the golf tournament,

Dave Michie, and the tennis

tournament, Peter Nichols. A
special award was presented to

Craig Crone for his long and active

involvement with the intramural

program during his four years at

Erindale.

Winners of the "Special E" award

were Dave Michie, Wayne
Sorichetti, Rose McConville and

Sue Manders. "E" Awards were
presented to Cyndy Stone, Ted
Stitski, Jenni Jackman, Rick
Johnstone, Zyg Janecki, Ed.
Jenner, John Capo, Ted Fortuna, Al

Nakrosius, Eda Carducci, Lena

Castoro, Brenda Clarke, Amy

Jizmejian, Dita Klimas, Archie

Loberto, Peter McCarter and Rick

Wesolowski.

A standing ovation accompanied a

special presentation made to Mrs.
Vivian Degutis and Mrs. Alice

Pearson for the support, interest

and work they have shown to

Erindale teams since the inception

of the college.

In this the final issue of the

Erindalian for 1972-1973, I would
like to thank — for Ecara and the

Athletics Department — all of the

students and staff who have made
possible another successful year of

sports and recreation at Erindale.

Good luck in the exams, and have a

good summer.

Rick Wesolowski,

Sports Editor.

Recpiants of MYPs and Presentors

JIP

*8

1
Hockey MVP Steve Chylinski

with Sue Manders
Jenni Jackman, Field Hockey
MVP.

Rose McConville and Mark Li,

Soccer MVP.

Dave Crichton, Special Award
with Dave Michie.

Les Penzvalto and Hockey
MVP, Evelyn Bray.

Rose McConville and
Basketball MVP, Al Nakrosius.

Wayne Sorichetti and Craig
Crone, Special Award winner.

Doug Prud'homme and Jean
Murphy: Women's Basketball

Championship.
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SPURTS OF SPORTS
THE NEW GYM

It is expected that Erindale's

new athletic facility will be

completed sometime this August —

in time for the fall term but

unfortunately late for use this

summer. Situated on the first and

second levels of the "new" new

building the facility is comprised of

a gym, 3 squash courts, a weight

training room, teaching studio, a

recreation area, men's and

women's locker rooms and

administrative offices and

equipment issue rooms.

The gymnasium is 112 feet by 64

feet and has a tartan floor
—

'

similar to that in the present

Athletics Shed. It will be lined and

equipped for one regulation size

basketball court, one main

volleyball and one main tennis

court. It can also be set out for

three practise volleyball courts, 2

basketball courts and five

badminton courts. The gym will

also have a complete set of

gymnastics apparatus. In addition

to the above sports, the gym can be

readily adapted for lacrosse, floor

hockey, archery and golf practise,

in the expectation of the possibility

of the development of these sports.

For spectators, a row of bleachers

accomodating 150-200 people will be

placed along the north wall.

The reader can see that with the

number of sports mentioned above,

for College teams who will need it

for their practices — and for pick up

games and intramural sports, the

gym is already expected to be

booked solid throughout the year.

Times will be reserved for the

various activities and a schedule

will appear sometime in the future.

For the coming year the gym will be

in operation from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.

weekdays, 9-5 Saturdays and 2-5

Sundays. Plans for holidays and

next summer are not yet finalized.

On the same level as, and in back

of the gym, will be three squash

courts and the weight training

room. There are viewing windows

to the squash courts from the

second level.

The men's locker area appears

across the hall from the gym.

Leading into it from the hall is a

small equipment issue room where

students may borrow basketballs,
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footballs, ping pong bats, etc. The

locker room will operate on the

same system that Hart House uses

— the student can reserve a small

tote box for his own use throughout

the year. There are about 500-600 of

these. In the changing area there

are full and half lockers for daily

use. The shower is one huge room

with 15 tap heads and adjacent

towelling off room. At the far end of

the locker room is a dressing room

for members of men's teams who

will have their own personal lockers

for the duration of their respective

sport's season.

Further on down the hall on the

other side of the men's locker room

is the teaching studio and the

recreation area.

The instruction studio is about 40

by 25 feet. It is intended for the

teaching of such things as judo,

karate, modern dance and

slimnastics. It has a hardwood floor

and is equipped with mirrors, mats

and other assorted needs. The

recreation room is a large area,

about 55 by 55 feet in size. Five ping

pong tables will be placed in this

room and possibly — if we can

scrape enough money together — a

pool table or two. (For comparison

the dimensions of the present

activity room in the Athletics Shed

is 40 by 40 feet.

)

The weight training room is 38 by

22 feet and if used to maximum
efficiency should accomodate 25

people simultaneously. In it, in

addition to the usual selection of

weights and benches will be a

bicycle, wall pulleys, a 16-unit

exercise apparatus (16 people may
use this at the same time — each

working on a different step. ) and

two other excercise apparatus that

also work on a muscle-resistance

principal. All of these activity areas

are on the lower level.

Oh the second level, and directly

above the men's locker room is the

women's locker area. The same

sort of tote-box system will be used

here with about 350 tote boxes being

put in. There is no separate

equipment issue room for the

women — they will use that which is

adjacent to the men's room. A

separate stairway has been built for

the specific use of girls going
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LOWER LEVEL: Entrance to activity areas

A. Weight training room
B. Squash courts
C. Stairways
D. Student locker area
E. Gym
F. Gym storage room
G. Men's washroom
H. Equipment issue room

T. Ken's change room
J. Men's teams room

K. Showers

L. Laundry room
M. Instruction studio
N. Recreation room

directly from their dressing room to

the gym. There is also an adjoining

locker room for members of

women's teams, and a shower and

drying area but with such added

features as hair dryers.

Also on the second level and

opposite to the women's dressing

room will be the directors' and

athletic secretary's offices together

with a reception area. Adjoining

this is a lounge area which can

accomodate from 10 - 15 people.

The basic colour schemes

throughout the athletic facility will

be green, orange and cream. The

office areas will be primarily

orange and cream while the activity

areas will be green and cream.

These will appear in geometric

designs such as large circles, lines

and squares such as have been seen

from time to time in the

preliminary building.

In addition to the present staff of

two directors, and a secretary, a

full time equipment issuer will be

added. Part time staff from the

student body will be hired to act as

issuers in the evenings and on

weekends. We will also have . a

laundry facility to do our own towels

and uniforms — sorry no personal

New Gym as it now looks.

laundry! — and students may be

hired to look after this.

The Ecara Council is expected to

have an office in with the block of

Sage and student clubs' offices.

How does all this compare with

our sister college's athletic

complex which has just seen its

first year of operation? Well I'm

sad to say that we are a little behind

them. Their gymnasium itself is

over twice the size of ours. They

have 14,400 square feet of gym floor

to our 7,168. Their gym also has an

adjacent lounge area with a glass

viewing wall looking down into the

gym. Their gym can be divided into

three smaller gyms through folding

doors, ours does not have a portable

partition. They have teaching

studios equivalent to ours but they

have four squash courts and locker

areas massive in comparison to

ours. Each of their locker rooms

has its own excercise room and

sauna bath!

Do not feel bad though, fellow

Erindalians, we have at least

something after all these years and

it is quite sufficient for our present

needs. The only differencce is that

Scarborough has planned for the

future. Their complex is much too

large for them now but if they grow

they'll need it. As I have said, we
are fine for now but if our own

student population approaches 4000

then we will almost certainly

outgrow our facility.

— Gym Report by Rick Wesolowski

PS: The Morning After
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UPPER LEVEL

A.
B.
C.
I).

E.
F.

Classroom
Upper levels of squash courts
Stairways
Women's stairway to gym
Upper level of gym
Classroom

I.

J.

K.
L.

Ml'

Athletics offices
Bookstore

Women's washroom
Women's teams room

Women's change room
G.
H.

Lounge
Equipment issue room

N. Showers
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